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RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
~o. 2

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1949

Vil. XXII

Dramatic Season
To Start Oct. 25
League Will Repeat
Show at Veterans'
Hospital

New Probation
Rules Planned
Council Backs Changes
For More Liberal
Regulations

Absence Board Gives
Decisions
on 55
Current Cases
Action has been completed
on all 55 cases examined by
the Excessive Absence Board.
Nine were excused, fourteen
were reprimanded
and exexcused. Nine students had
left college. Eleven were suspended from class and college
activities and deprived of cuts.
In three cases it was recommended that a course be repeated. Action was deferred on
the cases of eight students now
training.

College Conducts

U. N. Observance
Masonic Temple
Work Advances

Joins

Entire

In Week

Nation
Long

Program

Completion
Expected By
The Dramatic League of Rhode
Along with other schools and
Island College of Education is
colleges throughout the state and
January;
College
to
Several revisions have been afplanning to operate on a road
nation, Rhode Island College of
tected in the probation regulaBenefit
company basis this year. T,wo
Education,
in observation
of
tions by Student Council. Separatt>
plays have been selected for the listings of probation students will
United Nations Week, is conductfirst production of tbe year and no longer be made available to
Renovations on the Yiasonic ing activities designed to acwill be presented a:t the college on the general student body, although
Temple will be completed on or quaint students with the nature
Oct. 25 and ait the Veterans faculty and office lists will conabout the first of the year, it was and functions of the United Natinue to contain this information,
Hospital on Nov. 3.
announced today. The building, tion. The International Relatipns
Describing the practice of rak- and a student who has failed a
which will be called the Veterans Club is sponsoring the activities.
course
will
not
be
placed
upon
ing League productions to various
Several Sessions Will
An information booth which
probation
until
the
semester
in
:VIemorial Building, will house
religious and civic groups throughcontains material concerning the
Be Conducted at
out of state as an attempt at some- which he has an opportunity to
various state departments, among
United Nations, is set up outthing new, Miss Grace Healey, repeat the course.
College
them t·he State Department of
Previously,
Academic Reguladirector of the Dramatic League,
side the recreation room for the
Education and will feature an
stated that the League would be tions required that a student be
duration of the week which exThe Rhode Island Institute of
auditorium with a sea,ting ca,paci,ty
open for several engagements dur- placed on probation if he: a)
tends
from October 17 to 24.
Instruction,
which
is
to
be
held
ing the year and that future plans Failed to secure the minimum inof 2400.
The purpose of United Nations
include the preparation of a dex; b) Receive a failure in a on Thursday and Friday, October
required course; c) Fail to main- 27 and 28 at Rhode Island College
Governor John 0. Pastore has Week is to acquaint the individual
children's play.
Both of the plays which are now tain the minimum credit hour re- of Education and the Metropolitan appointed a committee ,to investi- with the work the United Nations
•
i.
has done, the problem it faces,
in preparation are comedies. The q uirements for his class. The Theater offers a wide program of ga te th e ma tter o f re1easmg
1"'e
Wedding, a one-act play, describes first and third points remain the lectures and entertainment for over a.uditorium for public engage- and how the individual can help
by working for the U. N. In this
the vicissitudes of a young couple same but a student is no longer
automatically placed on probation 200 delegates and 4,400 teachers ments. At the present time, a con- state many radio stations will dewho are trying to get married. The
groom is pJ:ayed by John May and when he receives a failure in a re- Miss Olive C. ·Brittan, program sensus nf opinion indicates that vote their time to presenting skits
the bride is Joan Shea w,ho aher- quired course. He is now placed chairman for the Rhode Island In- R.LC.E. will be allowed ,to use the and programs intended to arouse
na.'tes wi,th Ann Hogan. The Gold on probation only during a sem- stitute, announced that the theme auditorium 011occassion.
intere st in the United Nations.
in the Hills, or Her Dead Sister's ester in which he may repeat the is to be. "Education for CitizenThe United Nations Assembly
Two members of th e college is sending an official from New
Secret, is an old-fashioned melo- course. \Vhether or not the second
faculty, by virtue of their connec- York to speak at a state assembly.
drama complete with a young girl point will be entirely excluded ship."
On Thursday morning at th e tion with the State Department of The High Schools and Colleges of
out in the storm, unheard-of sound from probation regulations is now
effects arrd Frank Bums as the depenrlent upon a meeting of the Metropolitan Theater, the speakers Education, will be assigned offices the sta~e will feature programs, inhero. T,he feminine lead is played faculty. ::\'o student on probation will be: R. Frank Weller, commis- . th b . d.
p f
R
ll format10n booths, and rallies.
by Norma Bloomer, alternating may hold a class or college office, sioner of the State Fair Employ- m e u11 mg. ro essor usse · At Rhode Island College of Edwi-th Roslyn Toomey. Both plays nor may he take part in any form- ment Practices Commission, who Meinhol<l, st ate director of visual ucation, the information booth
have alternate casting in line al production or extra curricular will speak on, "F. E. P. C. and the aids, will have his office, film has posters which display the cuswith the Dramatic League's policy activity.
Schools" and Barbara Groves Mei, library, and projectio-n room on the toms of the people of the nations
of giving as many members as pos- . Th: commi~tee investigating the state relations o_fficerand gene:al fifth floor. Professor S. Elizabeth represented at the United ~ations
sible an opportunity to appear in a s1tuat10n, which was brought up I field representa11ve for the J umor
. meetings and displays the flags of
production. The members of the at t he first fo1·u1nof the _vear , 1·11-Red Cross of Rhode Island' , who Campbell, state consultant
111
these same people. Musical numcasts are: The Wedding: Dick cludes Tom Lavery, Sara Kinoin, ·has chosen as her topic, '·The Ielementary education, will also be bers in various languages are being
Continued on Page 4
and Jack :McCambridge.
'
Continued on Page 3
assignee! an office in the build·ing. .
Continued on Page 4
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Opens Oct. 28

Final Tribute Paid Nickleodeon
Bereaved students of R.I.C.E.
are mourning the loss of their beloved Baby who passed away
quietly after an extended illness.
Burial rites were held on the College campus.
Baby, who served us faithfully
and well in the cafeteria for so
many years, could never be forgotten. As we would a bit of old
lace or a fragrant flower, who
shall keep the thought of her ever
near to us in our book of tender
memories. Baby has gone, but the
spirit that is Baby will live forever in these hallowed halls that
were her home for so long.
She was just a lovely little flower in life's garden, spreading light
and music upon all w~th whom
she came in contact. Although her
place in the cafeteria may someday, of necessity be refilled, her
spot in our hearts could never be

at Campus

Burial
replaced by another. She has gone
and we shall miss her.
For a number of years, Student Council expended funds for
the upkeep of the nickelodeon
which was kept in the cafeteria.
This nickelodeon was christened
Baby and soon became a famous
figurehead at the college. As time
passed, however, Baby's mechanical make-up disintegrated and
Council was forced to sell her.
For a sum of twenty dollars,. Baby
was sold to George Tracy, a
Junior.
REQUIESCAT I~ PACE
Tell us not that she has gone,
For her spirit lingers yet.
Tho' we hear her voice no more,
For her demise have no regret.
On and on the world must go,
And. alas, we all grow old.
Our neckelodeon's gone her way,
For twenty dollars, she was sold.
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UN Week 1949
This is the story of a 35-day week. United
Nations Week 1949, September 17 through October 24.
The story really began in San Francisco when
the conference to write a world organization charter
took place in April, 1945. The Charter was being
drafted then and Dumbarton Oaks Week was sponsored by the American Association for the United
Nations. Representatives of 51 countries worked
on the draft, the ratification of the United Nations
Charter by the nations followed. and the U.i. was
a going concern on October 24, 1945. In 1946 the
first United Nations Week was held.
UN Week 1946 served as the nationwide welcome to the General Assembly at its first meeting
in this country. People started getting behind the
UN, from New York, where the world organization
sat, to San Francisco, where it was born. There's a
You in the United Nations was the impetus for
UN Week 1947, which again coincided with the
regular meeting of the General Assembly, opening
each year on the third Tuesday in September.
In 1948, the AAUN, the National Broadcasting
Company, and the National Education Association
for the third year sponsored United _ ations Week.
This time the tension was great and patience ran
low. We can Work It Out Together or Fight It
Out Alone was the slogan for the UN Week observance that again bad the cooperation of some 80
national organizations ranging alphabetically from
American Bar Association to Zonta International,
and including civic, labor, business, religious and
all kinds of groups .. The nation participated in the
hundreds of community celebrations to tell the UN
story. In 1948 the nation, from L. A.'s Rexall
Square, which became a veritable UN bazaar, to
the NBC-sponsored UN festival in New York's
Rockefeller Plaza, talked about UN, while the As-
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sembly met in Paris. And from Paris came a shortwave broadcast called "Little Assembly". The
Kational Education Association gave school children throughout the country a chance to hear this
in their school rooms.
1949 sees a new era, with the UN credited with
real political achievements, as well as the many
economic and social accomplishments on its score
the credo of
card. The U T Works For You-that's
the story of the 35-day week.
The UK works for individuals-whose support
it needs-not only in New York City, in Ottawa,
Kansas or Provincetown, Massachusetts or Brownville, Texas, but in Haiti and Egypt and all over
the 59 countries it encompasses. One of the aims of
the 35-day week is to show this as it "check the
record" and bring out the story of how the UN
does work for you.
It build from the home doorstep to the world.
There is really no end to this story. The 35-day
period is just an intensification of the 365-day task
known as operation UN. Thirty-five days to get a
head start-the story begins and ends with you.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

conclusions can be drawn from
Editor:
what is presented. The administracurriculum
our
The building of
is an administrative responsibility. t-ion will interpret these impresThe knowledge and experience the sions in the light of their knowladministration brings to -this task edge and the students in the light
rules out suggestions from those of their experiences with the curlacking these qualifications. Yet riculum. If either group finds an
in the course of studying this cur- element of accuracy in these imriculum, students acquire ideas pressions it might indicate the need
and attHudes relating to the course for close study of our curriculum
of study that could be of interest with an eye to possible revision.
A Student.
to the administration. With this
thought in mind, I offer my impressions of the elementary curriculum. Edi-tor:
This reader, who has been
To be as brief as possible I will
not dwell on the merits of our suspended from all extra-curricula
course of study ( of which we are activities and deprived of cuts for
all aware) but. will consider only the duration of one semester, would
what I believe to be its shortcorn- like a clearer explanation of the
ings.
new absence plan.
two months.
This request is being made in
Imagine - for approximately
1. The number of one and two
Riceans were treated as adults. They walked in and hour courses in the present curri- behalf of any and all other conout of chapel and assembly as they pleased. They
culum appears to be excessive. fused '·cases.''
seated themselves according to their own inclinaA written explanation of the
Fewer courses (of greater length)
particularly
become
tions. They felt no need to
friendly with any two students simply because those would give students an opportunity manner and procedure of case
students looked the seating situation over from the to concentrate their efforts. A hearings would also be appreciated.
balcony. An atmosphere of freedom existed at
It seems only fitting that the
number of short courses seems to
R. I. C. E.
questions should be
following
students
both
of
efforts
the
scatter
But now this freedom is a thing of the past.
Permanent auditorium seats have been assigned and faculty and works hardships answered-fully and in writing:
to each and every Ricean and, like docile high on both.
1. Does the accused have the
school students, Riceans take these seats and have
of being present at his
privilege
curri2. Certain areas of the
their presence duly noted by attendance monitors
hearing?
own
re-evaluation.
need
might
culum
situated in the balcony.
2. Should the accused be
The Anchor hates to say so, but the fault seems The e areas are:
notified of the date of his own
to lie with the students. Faculty members appeared
(a) Educational Psychology.
to enjoy the treatment of students as adults as
Three credit hours of Educa- hearing?
much as the students themselves. Evidently Riceans
3. Are written records of the
Psychology without a pretional
failed to realize that the freedom they were accorded entailed the corresponding and necessary vious course in General Psychology hearing kept, and does the accused
responsibility of attendin<> chapel and assembly in seems insufficient to obtain the have acce to these records?
accordance with college regulations. At any rate, ends for which the course is offered.
Perhps if the above questions
students have now been relieved of the burden of
answered, we would have
were
PsyGeneral
of
backgrounds
If
the corresponding freedom.
self-responsibility-and
chology are ignored, the under- fewer "cases" here at R.I.C.E.
Case rurnber OOOx
standing of Educational Psycholo-

The Ricean and Freedom

Attention, Alumni

gy suffers. If the backgrounds of
General Psychology are considered Editor:
in this course, the remaining time
The letter from "Just a Freshdoes not allow full treatment of man" which appeared in thi semester's first edition of the Anchor
Educational Psychology.
(b) Tests and Measurements. prompted me to express my views
By the same token, two hours in of Rhode Tsland College of Edu•the history, theory, administration cation.
and use of tests and measurements,
I, too. was greatly impressed
including elements of statistics, by the wonderful spirit of friendwould also appear inadequate con- liness and cooperation which presidering the importance of evalua- vails here at R.I.C.E. \Vords cantion in teaching.
not expres the bewilderment and
(c) Reading.
anxiety of a Frosh; however, our
Reading, the core of the elemendoubtings and anxieties about the
tary curriculum, would surely seem
training for our chosen profession
to warren t more emphasis than
three cred~t hours. The required were soon over when we met our
course offered is not a survey u nd er tanding and capable teachcourse of a particular system not ers and the members of our sister
Anchor Class. Under
Getting out a newspaper is no picnic. If we used throughout the state. The class-the
print jokes, people say we are silly. Tf we don't effectiveness of this course would th ·
e1r guidance we passed safely
they say we are too serious. If we stick to the office be en'hanced if the students could
th e first hectic, though
all day, we ought to go out hunting material. If we bring to it knowledge acqwred in ~hro~~h
go out and try to hustle, we ought to be on the job a course surveying vocabulary, mspmng week. The Class of '53
in the office. If we don't print contributions we mechanics, skills, materials and I believe, came through that wee~
don't appreciate genius; and if we do print them
true and loyal Riceans. We now
theories of reading.
the paper is filled with junk!
better understand the true mean(d) Elementary English.
If we edit the other fellow's write-up we're too
things
~lip
we
ing of cooperation, spirit, and good
If
asleep.
elementary
we're
{he
don't
for
we
English
critical; if
from other papers, we are too lazy to write them grades, at tile present time not a
for at R.I.C.E.
ourselves. If we don't we are stuck on our own stuff. required subject, appears to de- sportsmanship,
th ese things are all important.
. Now, like as not, some guy will say we swiped serve this status. English educaWith continued g u i d a n c e
this from some other newspaper. Well, we did!
tion in the grades is not incidental
From the Bryant Archway, who swiped this nor should the training of ele- fri:nd~hip, good example, and in~
fr~m the Rhode Island State Beacon, who swiped mentary teachers in this area be so. sp1rat10n from our sister class h
this fr?m _the Maine Campus, who swiped it from
of '53 will endeavor t o' bte
In. closing,
. a reminder-t:hese Class
the M1am1 Hurricane, who swiped it from the U.
a credit to themselves, their
of Houston Cougar, who swiped it from the Daily are 1mp~eSSionsof one admittedly come
Te?'as, ~ho swiped it from the SMU Campus, who not qualified to suggest curriculum I class, their school, their teachers,
swiped 1t from the Texas A&M Battalion who c~anges. Only segments of the cur- and their profession.
A N ew and Loyal Ricean
'
nculum have been examined so no
swiped it from someone else.

On page 5 of this issue of the Anchor there is
a subscription blank which alumni or any other
interested persons may clip and mail, along with
one dollar, to the Circulation Editor of the .-lnchor.
Subscribers will be entitled to receive the Anchor,
a monthly publication, for one year.
In this campaign for subscriptions, which is directed primarily to alumni, the Anchor has a purpose which goes far beyond any desire for monetary enrichment of its organization. Throughout
the year the Anchor follows policies and supports
issues that it feels are advantageous to Rhode Island College of Education. Unfortunately, these
policies and i sues reach a limited number of the
people who have an interest in them. Naturally the
Anchor supposes that graduates continue to have
an interest in this college and a concern for its advancement. Yet circulation files reveal the amazing
fact that few alumni are subscribing to the Anchor
at the present time.

No Comment

~
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Alice Hermiz Wins Laurels
In National Essay Contest
Sophomore's Article
Printed in Peabody
Journal
.-\lice Hermiz, a student in the
elementary division of the ophomore Clas , has been chosen one of
the four winners in a national essay
contest ponsored by the Peabody
Journal of Education. The subject
of her essay was, "College-As
Seen Through Freshman Glasses."
The essay, a Freshman English
assignment of the last semester,
was sent to the contest authorities
as the entry from R.I.C.E. Judges,
comparing essays which represented many colleges and states, chose
Alice's as one of the four best.
Alice states that her reaction
was one of surprise and happiness
when upon returning to college this
fall, she learned of the results of
the contest. A resident of Pawtucket, Alice graduated from Pawtucket East Hight School before en1ering Rhode Island College of Education where she has been a high
ranking student and has obtained
a place on the President's List:
Students who read her essay
appearing in the July issue of the
Journal, which may be found in
the browsing section of the library,
will discover many references to
life at this college.

* * *

~'[y freshman year in college is
at an end. I complete the year with
a feeling mixed of confidence and
regret: with a backlog of college
training I am more confident of
myself and of the tasks before
me; I am regretful, because I see
the days that are no more-the
curious,
fumbling, embarassing
but essentially sweet golden days
of my first year in college.
It has been said that real education finds its origin in curiosity
and ends in the love for perfection
and beauty. So it has been with
me. When I entered college I was
extremely eager and curious to be
taught and shown and I know my
curiosity needed proper guidance
and discipline. );' ow that the first
year is over, I know I have it.
What I say may be difficult to
understand but I will try to explain:
To me the first year in college
seems most difficult. A young person upon entering college is delicately impressionable and a quiet
understanding
and sympathetic
guidance on the part of the teachers can awaken in him a certain
drive to a full and wholesome life.
It is like the poet John Keats'
experience "when a new planet
swims into his ken." The "planet"
in my case this past year was not
Chapman's translation of Homer;
it was the college itself with all the
readings, homework. the teachers,
students, and the chapel service.
All these rounded out the "planet"
and made me feel humble and at
the same time ambitious.
This thing which I call the
"planet" was completely abstract.
It was just something I have
gratefully felt all year and one
which I know will always abide
with me.

Here 'n There
By now the novelty of the first
weeks of school has worn off and
we are now settled for a long semester of studies. In neighboring
colleges, however, school is just
beginning and their newspapers
are full of scheduled parties and
freshman initiations. The hazing
week at R.I.C.E. was a mild affair compared to the FreshmanSophomore riot which broke out
on the campus of one Rhode Island college. The sophs were
armed with firecrackers while the
frosh retaliated with waste paper
baskets filled with water. The student council stopped the clash
before any damage was done. Intelligent proceedings for college
students, don't you think?
The State College News in Albany, New York carried on editorial on insurance for students.
The college had the insurance program last year. The cost to each
student participating was $20. A
total of $8700. was paid in premiums to the company while
$7176.70 was returned in claims.
When the expense of keeping
books and mailing expenses are
added to the money paid in claims,
the profit is very little. It must be
understood. however, that I am
just quoting the statistics in the
editorial, not plugging the proposed insurance p r o gram
at
R.I.C.E. I'll leave that to Frank
Burns.
The Brown Daily Herald published a humorous feature on the
"Bald Look" or female version of
the crew cut. These fashion experts hint that the rising cost of
shampoo has probably prompted
the return to the flapper era. The
Daily Herald has its own critic
who writes excellent reviews of
the latest movies every day. This
column adds interest to the paper,
although one wonders when the
reporter has time to see all the
movies.
People are much the same the
world over and that goes for college students, too. The college
newspapers relate the same problems that we have at R.I.C.E.
The students at New York State
College for Teachers have trouble
selecting elective courses and misquote their professors as saying:
"I got noos for ya, bub ... that
sections all filled!" or "That section's been switched, split, or cancelled. In this manner are snap
courses killed and phobias born.
So let's face it; some people are
thankful to get out of high school.
But nooooo ... you, YOU had to
come to COLLEGE! ! "

There has been a wonderful atmosphere for me at the college this
year, especially at the chapel service. It was there that I felt a most
strange intellectual, and spiritual
drive. At chapel there seemed to
be a fusion of the mind, the body,
and the spirit along with a glowing purity of education and religion. I inevitably felt the purging and overwhelming sense of
my own incompleteness. It was
there I felt I must better myself.
The services were simple and in
their simplicity I found my great
stimulation. I do not believe that
a college is complete unless it has
some sort of spiritual guidance for
its student body. Education and
free worship go hand in hand and
make for a more wholesome life.
Another developing feature in
my freshman year was the wholehearted interest and sincerity with
which the teachers taught all the
students. They, the teachers, were
extremely patient and encouraging. Their use of both praise and
reproof motivated learning not
only in me, but also in my classmates, thus promoting the highest
achievement. If at any time, I
needed advice, any one of my instructors was eager to help me.
When I was perplexed at whether
I should take a certain course in
my sophomore year, a teacher immediately came to aid me with
useful counsel. This is indicative
of most teachers at R. I. College
of Education.
Then, there were the students
in college whose friendships I
highly value. They came from all
avenues of life: the poor, the middle-class, and the rich; the Protestants, Catholics, and Jews; the
Irish, French, and English. Their
conduct, interests, and beliefs enabled me to get a firsthand view
of a cross section of the life which
exists beyond the walls of the col- ciate more fully than before the
lege. Here I learned to get along intrinsic value of an education.
with different people, a preIn all sincerity I feel that this
requisite for success.
past year has been one of the most
My first year of college is at an beautiful and most enriching peend. It was a full year, well- riods in my life. Whatever vast
rounded and abundant. I have and varied interests the future
made many friendships and I am years may hold for me, I shall alproud to have met such wonderful ways look back to my freshman
people, boys and girls whom I ad- year as an infinite source of exmire and respect. Above all, I am hilaration and joy.
Alice Hermiz,
deeply _grateful to th~ teachers
Rhode Island College
who widened my horizons and
of Education,
made it possible for me tc1 appre-

l
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Sophomore Class Promises
Romantic Dance For November
'"Yes, the most romantic dance
of the year," says Dick Stevens,
publicity chairman of the Sophomore Class, "will be held at eightthirty, );'ovember 5, in the famous
Ballroom of the fabulous Hotel
Ricean. It will be sponsored by t'he
Sophomore Class of 1952 and the
entire student body is invited to
see the 'most beatiful girl of the
college' crowned the Sophomore
Queen."
Joan Cavanaugh, Virginia Cox,
Connie Doyle, Claire Rankowitz,
and Joan Shea are candidates for
the title.
The dance, entitled '·La Soiree
Bleue," is the first semi-formal
dance of -the year and at the request of "the powers that be'· all
corsages must be ommitted.
~fiss Arpy Kinoian, co-chairman of the Decorations Committee, states that the motif of "La

'49

n.

Soiree Bleue" will be completely
novel and new-fashioned.
··This year," says ::\liss Joan
Shea, "'the sponsoring Sophomores
are setting a precedent by dedicating their dance to the Class of the
Future, which they believe to be
the class of 1953."
Billy Ferrara has promised tha;t
the guests will be dancing to "the
sweetest music this side of Guy
Lombardo." Billy, who himself is
an accomplished mu ician, is ,the
chairman of the Committee for
Orchestral Arrangements.
Roslyn Toomey, co-chairman
of the Publicity Committee, has
asked the entke student body to
watch all bulletin boards.
The entire dance is under the
guidance of Miss Connie Doyle,
Sophomore
Social
Committee
Chairman, and the Class President,
Kinoian,
who ~tend
Vartkis
hearty invitations to all.

I. INS'l'ITU'l'E

Continued from Page 1
Junior Red Cross as a Teaching
Aid."
The main speaker on Thursday's agenda is Salam Rizk, author
and lecturer, whose subject will be
Approximately 40 students have
"America is more than a Demo- purchased insurance through the
cracy" ::\fr. Rizk is noted for plan sponsored by the Mens Athseveral of his books, one of which letic Association whereby any
is A Siberian Yankee.
member of the student body may
Entertainment on Thursday will be covered in any and all athletic
be provided by George Branch of endeavors for a period of one year.
Central High School, who will ren- Cost of the policy is three dollars
der a trumpet solo. His accom- per student per year. Payment aspianist will be Eugene Toro of sures the athlete, man or woman,
Classical High School.
of coverage benefits in varsity
On Friday, Darrel J. ::\face, competition and in any type of
Ph.D., chairman of the curricula physical education or gym work.
for the handicapped children at
The plan has met with the apNew Jersey State Teachers' Col- proval of the administration and
lege in Newark, will speak to the a ruling has been established
delegates and teachers
on, which will require students who do
"Current Trends in the Education not take out insurance to sign a
of the Physically and Mentally waiver. The purpose of the waiver
Handicapped." Rhode Island Rep-, is to relinquish the college and the
resentative, John E. Fogarty, of state of Rhode Island from all
the 2nd District, will discuss financial responsibility in case of
"Federal Aid to Education.·'
injury to any athletic particiThe Rhode Island College of cipants. At the present time, manEducation Mixed Choir, under the datory signing of the waiver can
direction of Dean Gertrude E. ::\Ic- only be applied to those students
Gunigle and accompanied by Miss participating in M. A. A. and W.
Rita Bicho, will provide Friday's A. A. activities.
entertainment.
On Friday the delegates will
SUPPORT U.N.
assemble from 4 P.:M. to 6 P.~1.
for a conference which will be concluded with a buffet supper for the
Do you gripe because Russia
delegates.
vetoes in UN meetings? Are you
For the convenience of those cynical about UN? Are you sure
attending the Institute, arrange- you know all about UN? This is
ments have been made to provide United Nations Week. Be sure
an information booth, which will you know before you speak. Know
be situated in a convenient place that the veto can be used in just
in the building. A Bulletin Board one of the many UN councils.
is to be placed near the Henry Find out about the positive UN
Barnard School.
accomplishments. Find out how
A committee of ushers has been the UN WORKS FOR YOU.
formed, consisting of students from Don't be a sucker for easy igthe college, whose duties will be to norance. Start now during UN
direct gues-ts to the various con- Week to know what you believe
ference rooms. :Vliss Frances Steere - don't believe what you THINK
is in charge of these guides who you know. The UN does work for
include Helen Agronick, ::\Iarjorie you.
Macomber, Vartkis Kinoian, Ruth
Jane Nooney, Constance ::\1ills,
The United Nations has a plus
Marjorie Vlard, Betty Reardon,
Ann Hogan, :Vlary Farrelly, ::\Iau- record- don't let is be minus
reen Gilligan, Elizabeth O'::-{eill, your support. For the UN to sucRoger
Vermeesch,
E d w a r d ceed, it needs your interest and
Travers, Frank Burns, Jack :vic- understanding. It's your future Cambridge, and Virginia Kiernan. don't let it down.

M.A.A. Sponsors
Insurance Plan
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R.I.C.E. Joins B'dway In
Double Bill Presentation
Dramatic League Will Produce One-Act Play
And Melodrama Next Tuesday Night
In Auditorium
Everybody is doing them. Revivals and one-act plays, that is.
On Broadway we have had such
old chestnuts as Charley's Aunt
and Burlesque in new settings;
and coming up are more, including a production of As You Like
It with Katherine Hepburn which
already has caused a great deal of
publicity.
nd
as for groups of one-act
A
plays, the theatre has recently
seen Gertrude Lawrence in Noel
Coward's collection, Tonight at
8:30, and now Maurice Evans has
opened with two one-acters entitled, appropriately e n o u g h ,
Double Bill. Even the movies
have grabbed up the idea, what
with such films as Paisan and
Quartet which were composed of
short episodes rather than with
the usual two-hour long stories.
Now, joining Mr. Evans a nd
the Misses Hepburn and Lawrence, we have Miss Healey who
has gone them all one better. She
has done what none of them has
yet thought or dared to do: combine the two trends, the revival
and the one-act play into one
For the
night's entertainment.
Dramatic League's opening production of the 1949-50 season will
be the presentation of a grab-bag
of entertainment: a one-act play
and a revival.
There should be something to
please everyone in this collection.
The one-acter is a comedy, "The
Wedding", a farce giving a behind-the-scene peek of a marriage
as it is seen in the last few min-
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lll4-8 RICOLED
ince January 1, 1949, the
class of 1948 has paid $3226.07
of its total deficit of $3549.07
from the publication of the
Ricoled, its class year book, it
was announced today by Helen
Agronick, chairman of the committee investigating the situation.
The remaining balance of
$323.00, part of a loan from
Student Council, is expected to
be paid in full this year.

utes before the wedding in the
groom's bedroom. Though certainly not thematic in any pronounced sense, it does give a few
worthwhile implications u p o n 1.....____________
_
what, besides love, is necessary
for making a marriage work.
"Curse you, Murgatroyd! UnBy Genevieve M ainelli
hand that woman!" That, in two
This month I have more news
phrases, is the plot and theme of about members of the class of '49
the revival on the program, a Gay Lee Aloia, Chris Melone, and Dot
Ph · 1 Ed
h.
called s
::-Sineties "mellerdramer"
uys1ca
mith are teac mg
Gold in the Hills: or the Dead cation in Providence elementary
Sister's Secret. This play, ad- sohools. Pat DiSarro, Eileen Kells,
mittedly, is pure corn; but then and Roberta Maher are taking
so are Beatrice Kay's songs and Providence city training.
Al Jolson's jokes, and neither of
Francis Cantwell and ~Iargaret
these performers seem to be ex- Haley are teaching in Oakland
actly starving to death. The play Beach, and Betty Pryce is at the
Phylis Berardi, '48 has been apstates no great theme, asks no
earching question, and is not con- pointed to Althea Street School.
cerned with the subtle artistries Irene Ventresca, '48, is engaged to
of the theatre. It merely tries to Joseph Bruno of Tarrington, Mass.
Another member of the class of '48
be entertaining and in that it suc- who has become engaged is Mary
ceeds. Come to think of it, so does J. Smith. Her engagement to
Francis D. McGrath of Dorthe other, the one-acter.
chester, Mass. was announced
art
for
If then you are looking
recently. On September 11,. -ancy
with a capital A, avoid the first O'Neil, '48, became the bride of
of the Dramatic John H. McGuire. The couple is
production
League. But if you're merely seek- now living in Providence.
ing entertainment, you could do
On Saturday, Oct. 8, the Alumni
worse than see their Double Bill. Association sponsored a Rummage
Sale at the Salvage Shop in Providence.
COLLEGE CONDUCTS
Since your correspondant is unContinued from Page 1
to collect all of the news conable
played between classes by memcerning alumni-it's physically imbers of the Tnternational Relations
possible-alumni are welcomed to
Club.
contribute any items which they
Free material containing infor- believe would be of interest to
mation concerning the United Na- other alumni or present students at
tions will be handed out to those R.I.C.E. Contributions should be
desiring it and movies have been sent to the College in care of the
shown by the members of the In- Alumni Editor of the Anchor
ternational Relations Club.

Alumni Notes

History Classes
Visit Concord
~Iembe~s of the Senior and Junior History Classes have a more
accurate knowledge of American
History today. Both groups recently toured historical site in and
around Concord, Mass.
~ [iss Bassett's and 1Iiss Conenior American History
nor'
Classes made the trip on Oct. 6,
and ~Ir. Eithier's Junior American History Class made the trip
on Oct. 29. Both groups traveled
by bus.
Included in the tour were: the
Wayside Inn, Louisa May Alcott's home, and the Little Red
School House which Mary's little lamb attended, all in Sudsbury; Concord Square, the Concord Bridge and Battlegrounds,
and the Old Manse, also located
in Concord; the Antiquarium
which is located outside of Concord; and the Babcock Institute.
The groups also traveled to Lexington and saw the statue of the
famed Minute Man.

DRA1UA'l'lf' SEA.SON
Continued from Page 1
Stevens, Emily McCluskey, Joan
Carrigan, Leon Strout; alrternates,
David Craven, Betty Sieler, Torma
Chace; in The Gold in the Hills:
Pat Streaker, Jerry McCarthy, Joe
Devine, Mike Grady, Jack McCambridge, Mary Zajac; alternates, Janice Pettit, Jean Aiken,
Robert Hargranes, Betty Sieler.

QUESTIONS ON U.N.
WEEK
Are you cynical about UN? If
you are, how much do you really
know about it? Have you read the
Charter? Do you just assume or
do you really know what goes on?
This is United Nations Week and
this is the time to stop assuming.
World peace is dependent upon
our being informed. Ignorance
breeds cynicism a n d despair.
Spend at least part of this United
Nations Week, October 17 through
24, learning something you didn't
know about U . Then stack up
your knowledge against meager
headline information. I n f o r m
yourself - today.

French Express Gratitude
With Beaucoup de Livres
R.I.C.E. Receives
Train-Collection

Notable Books From Merci
Contains Valuable Works

Insurance statistics are nothing by Robert Vallier and full page
pen and ink reproductions of the
works of famous 19th century
Frenchman named Buffon com- French artists. This book is a gift
piled a list of mortality rates in of the President of the Chamber
his books on Natural History that of Commerce of Noirt.
are surprisingly up-to-date. He
A novel with the interesting
wrote, "The mortality of the child title of Les Anges N oirs, (The
is great up to the age of 3 years Black Angels), written by Francois Mauriac of the French
but in the 2 or 3 years following,
Academy. is included in the
it readjusts itself, and the child of group; and we were given La
6 or 7 is more assured of life than France de Louis XIV by Pierre
at any other age." This was found Goxotte. a gift from the publisher
in the volume of Ceuvres Com- for the history lovers - who read
pletes de Bufjon, that was donated French.
Another publisher's gift is a
to the R.I.C.E. main library by
new edition of Candide et autres
M. Brachut of Marseilles. France
Contes by Voltaire, complete with
as a token of gratitude for the as- colored illustrations by Raoul
sistance America gave France dur- Serres.
From La Chambre de Coming the war.
Another of the ten French books merce de Avignon, birthplace of
Alphonse Daudet, we have regiven us from th e Merci Train is ceived a novel called Le Petit
a novel by a contemporary French Chose, by Daudet. This is an alpoet, Dominique Renouard, called most autobiographical account of
Hier, Aujourd'hui, Demain. It is the author's childhood.
Another book of memories of
inscribed in English in the author's
own hand on the inside cover. the author's childhood is the one
Among the poems in the book, by Anatole France called Le Livre
there is a tribute to the mothers de Mon Ami.
The last book of the collection
of the American boys who lost
their lives fighting for France. is Michel Cervantes' Don Quixote,
The last part of the volume con- or, in French, Histoire de Don
sists of a play called "L'amour de Quichotte de la Manche, transRene", which is about the stay in lated into French by C. Oudin
England of Chateaubriand, a 19th and F. DeRosset.
All of these books were escentury French author.
Poems by Alfred deVigney, pecially selected for our library
( 1797-1863) is another of the col- by Dr. Loughry from a list prelection. This book is covered by sented by Laure Lussier who is in
a hand made parchment cover on charge of distributing them to the
which is a colored illustration of state's museums, schools and colleges. They are on display at the
the Chateau de Fougeres.
Speaking of illustrations, there Irear of the main library and availis a large book called Les Maitres able for circulation, some with
de L'art Francais of the 19th cen- 1special permission from Miss
tury. It includes an introduction 1 Cuzner.
new. Back in the 18th century, a

Sophs Entertain
At House Party

Colleg~ Plans
Orchestra

Twenty three students have volAf.ter a temporary breathing
their musical talents in
unteered
spell from teas and parties, the
of forming an all colFreshmen were welcomed to R.I.- the interest
at R.I.C.E.
C.E. by the Sophomores at a lege orchestra
of such an organifunction
The
house party which was held in 102.
zation would be to provide music
Freshmen were met at the door for l\Iay Day, Commencement and
of the "house" by "mama" Connie other dates on -the social calendar.
Doyle, social committee chairman Under the direction of Miss Mcof the clas of '52 and "papa" Gunigle, the formation of the
Chubby Kinoian, Sophomore class orchestra is expected to be compresident, both of whom were a,t- pleted in the near future.
itired in suitable regalia •to greet
A clarinet quartet has already
their 150 children.
been formed and has been practicThe children were entertained ing a number of selections which
by Gloria Dobson, who sang sev- will be played at the Rhode Island
eral vocal selections; Jane MaKen- Inst~tute of Instruction on October
na and Bill Ferrara at the piano; 27 and 28. Freshmen make up the
Dick Stevens and Joe Keefe who majority of the quartet which inrendered a unique interpretation of eludes Peter Theodoroff, Peter
an Apache Dance intitled 'Bert Bretani, and Abe Schwadron,
and Bill DeRoin,
and Tallulah"; and Jack Peterson Freshmen,
who mystified Frosh with his Junior. They are planning to play
the following selections at the
magician tricks.
Connie Doyle, assisted by meeting of the Institute of InstrucRoslyn Toomey, was in charge of tion: Procession of the Sardar by
arrangements for the panty. Re- Jdhn DeBueris, Fuge in A Minor
freshments were provided by by Bach, and The Flight of the
member~ of the Sophomore Class. , Bumblebee by DeBueris.

s

of Clocks
Synchronization
Keeps College On Schedule
Riceans have recaptured an escapee! With the synchronization
of clocks in the building, all semblance of time rampant ha disappeared.
Prior to this, the cafeteria and
Charles Carroll Club clocks were
consistent - they both ran eight
minutes fast. All other clocks
varied. A few enterprising students applied mathematical formulae and found that the library
clock, five minutes fast, complemented the Assembly Hall clock
which ran five minutes slow.
Often a class would start for a
room at ten minutes of ten, only
to discover that they arrived six
minutes before they left.
The day the clocks were adjusted, one student commented,

"This should put R.I.C.E. in nation-wide headlines. At what other
college has time stood still?"
Mr. Sloane, who headed the
"Correction Detail" explained that
the disparity occurred during the
change over from eastern standard
time to daylight saving time, and
that the situation was remedied
merely by synchronizing them
with the clock in the main office,
which, we assume, is correct.
Although the sudden correction
of the clocks left conversation on
the campus bereft of a favored
topic, Riceans soon discovered
and even produced a few parodies,
such as:
"The clocks gathered in the
towers
Their strength and struck all at once."

Machine Age Hits RICE
}[em her,; of tJ1eSenior Class
po ·e ill front of the A.ntiqunrium, loc11ted outside of
Concord. 1'his museum conof rooms
Shades of freshman hygiene! I nothing new to R.I.C.E. Hershy tains a uumher
and
The "Coke" has competition! bars, Babe Ruth's, b Bolsters,
fnrnisJ1ed a c c o r d i n g to
f th
"The pause that refreshes" has ~eppe_rmints ~ave . een f or ~omvarious periods in American
I
k
10
t
th
th
a me e
e inser n
mg wi
d
••
"Th
e nutnhous eIay for some time, and of course the histor•·,, and was tJie first of
now b ecome
that re st0 res depleter protoplasm." familiar "Coke" and Root Beer 1111111y stops whicl1 the Senior
History ('hisses made in a
•
An ingenious robot of a "Juice machines are well known.
One of the reasons the "Juice recent tour of historical sites
Bar" has taken some of the revenue from the familiar red and Bar" was not installed sooner is in and around Concord.
white "Coke" dispenser by offer- that it was believed "cokes" were
ing, for one thin dime, vitamins preferred. It is too early to discern
from A to z. Tomato juice, grape- whether they were popular because
fruit juice, apricot juice, apple it was too much trouble to wait
juice, and chocolate milk are dis- in line for milk, or because juice
pensed, opened, and offered to the was not always available, but it
purchaser, complete with straw, all should be interesting to watch the
Preparation for the yearbook
faces of the Coca Cola salesmen
in a few swift operations.
publication, the Ricoled, is underThese miniature Automats are for worried expressions.

* * *

* * *

Press Button, Get Vitamins

°

Ricoled Staff
Plans Yearbook

Harvest Hop Proceeds
The Charles Carroll Club Dance,
the first big social event of the
season, ushered in the month of
October at Rhode Island College
of Education. The proceeds obtained from the dance will go to
furnish the Veterans Memorial
Room.
Informality was the high note,
and the decorations following this
scheme were of a simple fall motif.
Refreshments consisting of cider
and doughnuts were served. Two
members of the college, Albert
Cataldo and John Sousa are members of Bert Peter's Band, which
supplied the music for the dance.
A guessing contest featuring
Mr. Abraham Cohen's voice was
the features of the dance. A record
was played during intermission,
and Cappi Assermely, the first
person to identify the voice on the
record, was refunded the price of
the tickets for the dance.
Joe Devine acted in the capacity of general chairman of the
committees. The different committees were presided over by the following: Michael Grady, refreshments; Roger Vermeersch, tickets;
William DeRoin, entertainment;
Jerome McCarthy, decorations;
and John McCambridge, publicity.

Press Corner

Intercollegiate
l\lount Vernon, Ia. -(I.P.)
Academic or scholastic probation,
d .
as it has operate in recent years,
has been abolished by th e family
of Cornell College. In its place
was established a system of "close
supervision and counseling."
The new system will be administered by a tanding committee to
be called the Committee on Academic Standing. This committee,
as stated in the faculty action, will
have "full power to make it own
regulation and standards, to place
people on 'close supervision and
•
. , continue
• 1 counse 1mg,
t h em
spec1a
on, take them off, or recommend
expulsion or suspension on academic grounds. The only committee actions which would need
faculty confirmation would be
those involving suspension or expulsion.
According to the faculty action
the term "probation" will be used
hereafter exclusively in relation to
disciplinary probation. The faculty further voted that "eligibility
for participation in athletics would
be wholly governed by the eligibility rules of the conferences. This
paragraph of the action revokes
the somewhat higher standards for
athletic eligibility that have been
maintained at Cornell as over
again t the Midwest Conference
rules.
reads,
provision
A further

"Being on 'close supervision and
special counseling,' does not automatically cancel any already operative financial grants in aid from
the college. However, the scholastic requirements appertaining to
any scholarship grants will still
prevail."
"For determining whether a
student does or does not enter into
the 'close supervision and special
counseling status,' the accumulative record, as well as the most
performance,
academic
recent
shall be taken into consideration,"
according to the new plan.
Th e
Omaha, Neb. - (I.P. ) Faculty Committee on Student
Activities at the University of
Omaha has taken a step to get a
"student view" of matters pertainino to extracurricular activities at
the university. A resolution adopted provides for two joint Student
Council-Faculty Committee sessions a semester to consider matters pertaining to extracurricular
activities.
" uch a joint meeting would
enable the members of the Faculty Committee to keep abreast
of the student point of view as
exemplified by the points of view
of all the members of the Student
Council who are the duly elected
of the student
representatives
body," declared Committee Chairman and Dean of Students John
W. Lucas.

way it was learned today. Members
of the Senior Class have already
Congratulations and the best of had their individual pictures taken
luck to Seniors, Claire Healy, Bar- and it is expected rthat within the
bara Dufresne and George Galli- next two weeks clubs, publications,
peau, and to Juniors, Patricia
and organizations will be posed.
Monahan, on their engagements.
Although the theme and the
The strain of text toting seems
to have proved too much for plan of the book is a secret, Miss
Freshman Mary Quinn. She ap- France Steere, Editor, announced
peared in school recently with her that June will be the deadline for
distribution, and that appointarm in a sling.
A hearty "Welcome Back" to ments to the staff have been comPriscilla Macomber of the Junior
pleted. Representatives have been
Class who has returned to the colfrom all classes.
chosen
lege after a year's absence.
Holding positions in the edi,torial
Trainee Jackie Taylor has been
transferred from the Henry Bar- staff besides :\1:iss Steere are Miss
nard School to Oliver Hazard Constance Mills, associate editor;
Perry School. Still next door on Mr. Raymond Lombardi, business
the campus are Bob Shields,
manager; Mr. George Gallipeau,
Louise De!Santo, John O'Brien, advertising manager; Miss Lila Ii"-_--;_-_-_-_-_-_--;_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--;_
____
~
___________________
-____________________
and Betty Bessett.
Robinson, art editor; Roger Vermeesch, photography editor. They
CIRCULATION EDITOR
Barnard Notes ...
From the fourth grade poetry are all members of the Senior
ANCHOR
class comes this little gem:
Class. Named to the assistant staff
Rhode Island College of Education
"If you ever go to Roger Williams are Mr. Armand Lussier and JoProvidence, R. I.
Park Zoo,
seph Talbot, of the Junior Class;
Enclosed you will find One Dollar covering the cost of a
I have some good advice for you.
year's subscription to the Anchor.
Go take a look at the baby llama, Alice Hermiz and Roslyn Toomey,
of the Sophomore Class; Kathleen
And its ever-loving mama.
Name
When you ask a question at Ball, Albert Choquette, and AbraBarnard anything can happen. As ham Schwadron of the Freshman
.
.
.
.
State ...................
........................
City
Street ...........................................
witness:
Class.
Student teacher: "If you fell out
The collection of snapshots has
Class of
of a window, wouldn't that call for
started and the representatives
excitement?"
.
Teacher at ........................................................................
Answer from pupil: No. it from each class stress the demand
__.
for contributions before February. ,__________________________
would call for a ladder."
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Sports Caravan
Professional Ball Player
Francis
Studies Teaching Methods The bySports"A;Jikc"
Caravan roll again
The 1949 baseball season is
over, but from it we have a story
that has just begun. It is the story
of a boy ... a boy who likes baseball.
The boy's name is Paul and the
story starts back in 1939 at St.
Joseph's Parochial School where
Paul was a student and a member
of the baseball team. He was just
an average kid playing average
baseball, and playing for the sport
of the game. Not only for the
school did Paul play, but for the
C.Y.0. League, as well.
After graduating from St. Joseph's, Paul went to LaSaJie, and
there his interest turned from
baseball to track. Each year his
team won the championship, and,
during his Senior year, he was
made captain of that team. A
scholarship was offered to him in
track, but he turned it down. BasebaJI was his sport.
In the spring of 1946 the baseball season opened with Carl Totis
coach at LaSaJle and Paul playing
third base. His team's record
mounted to 15 victories and O defeats. LaSaJle was the Class A
champs and a playoff game was
scheduled between LaSalle and
Warren to decide the State Championship. At this game was Joe
Cusick, a graduate of Holy Cross
and a Cardinal major league scout.
Warren won that game 2 to 1, but
Joe wasn't interested in the score.
He was interested in Paul. That
year Paul made All State 3rd baseman in the All Interscholastic
Team.
After his graduation from LaSalle in 1946, Paul spent the summer as a playground director and
played ball for the Rochambeau
Post of the American Legion. By
odd coincidence, the Rochambeau
Post and Warren Post had to play
for the State championship. Once
again Paul faced a Warren team,
but this time his team won, and,
representing Rhode Island, went
to Glenn Falls, New York to play
for the Regional championship.
The Rochambeau Post defeated
the New York and Connecticut
championship teams, only to lose
ew Jersey then
to ew Jersey.
went to the nationals and was defeated by New Orleans.
At all of these games were major league scouts. "Pop" Kelchner
of the Cardinals was one of them.
During the summer of 1946
Paul played on the New England
All Star Team. At Braves Field
they played against the Boston
Park AJI Stars, with a crowd of
over 19,000 spectators watching

the game which was a benefit game
for the Infantile Paralysis Fund
Drive. The Boston team won.
J n September, 1946 Paul enrolled as a member of the Freshman
class here at R.I.C.E. A week
later. he signed a contract with the
Cardinals to play ball with Salishore
bury, ?11aryland Eastern
League. He left here in ::\larch,
1947 to play ball. He played center and left field, and when the
season was over, his batting average was .2 77 and he led the club
in doubles.
Paul returned to R.I.C.E. as a
sophomore in September, 1947,
and in March, 1948, he began
spring training with the Allentown, Pennsylvania Club of the
Inter-State League, from which he
wa optioned back to Salisbury for
more seasoning. Paul was with the
team having the highest percentage: 89 wins, 32 losses. He finished second in batting per cent, .286,
which included 14 home runs.
Again he led the club in doubles.
In September, 1948, Paul. now a
Junior, was back at R.I.C.E. He
was notified that he was sold by
the class D Salisbury, Maryland
Eastern Shore League to the
Class A Omaha, ebraska Cardinals of the Western League. Paul
reported at Albany, Georgia for
spring training in March, 1949.
He was there five weeks when he
was optioned to Lynchburg, Virginia of the Piedmont League,
( Class B), a pennant winner. Paul
batted .280 and lead with 26
doubles. In the league play-offs,
he batted over .300, and was picked as one of the six outfielders for
the All Star Team.
And now, Paul is with us once
again. In June he expects to be
sold again; at least he hopes to
be. The farm system begins with
what is called class D. Then in
steps, it progresses to Class C,
Class B, Class A, Class AA, Class
AAA, and finally Big League. Paul
is now in Class B, with his eye on
a Cla s AA position in the near
future.
Paul Donovan is the "Paul" in
our story. This future educator has
in
been an active participant
school events. This successful
"Romeo" of the Dramatic League
also plays outstanding soccer, softball, and basketball.
Paul Donovan is a man to
watch; in the field of education as
well as the baseball field. Yes, the
J 949 baseball season is over but
fron, it we have a story tha~ has
just begun. It is the tory of a
boy ... a boy who like baseball.

Fitchburg Downs Ricoleds 3-0
A big and powerful Fitchburg 3 to 0. The lineups were as foldefeated the lows:
Soccer Te am
R.I.C.E. Ricoleds 3 to O Wed- FITCHBURG
Position
R.l.C.E.
g, McCambridge
nesday afternoon at :.lemorial Cceugh, g.
I f
Sullivan,
I f, Devine
Stadium in Fitchburg. In bowing Erickson, r f
r f, Burns
I h b
I h b, McVay
to Fitchburg, the Ricemen suc- Shaw,
Farias, r h b
r h h, Veerrneesch
c h b, Drury
cumbed to a team which ranks 5now, c h b
Swallow, o I f
o I I, Cartaglia
with the best socce:- clubs in the Ragala, I I f
i I f, Bulley
i r f, Nassar
East. Only last Saturday this Nowacki, i r f
Convery, o r f
o r f, Jaroma
Fitchburg team defeated 11.I.T. York, c f
Smith
cf,

Porky Cohen's Father
Famed at R.I.C.E.
Guess Who?

KADELPHIANS

On Tuesday evening, October
4, Kappa Delta Phi had its first
Abraham Cohen has long meeting of the year. It was fine
This issue of the Anchor brings to been a familiar and famous fig- to see al) the old familiar faces.
you, the student body of R.I.C.E.
ure at R. I. C. E. Now the Speaking about familiar faces,
good cause for rejoycing. The rolAnchor has uncovered a new John Converse, representing our
licking Ricoled soccer squad is
Alumni Organization, was 'guest
cause for l\lr. Cohen's fame.
developing into one of the best (I
of honor'. A good beginning was
Zolman
of
father
the
is
He
repeat) the be t in the entire state
'Porky" Cohen who recently made by the Frat-men. Commitand
of Little Rhody-Scituate
tees were appointed, positions filJCoventry, included. The booting appeared at Rhodes with Artie
and reports heard; but more
ed,
is
soccerites in their last two times Shaw's Orchestra. Porky
out were narrowly defeated by two going into his eighth year of about that, later.
Our elected secretary of last
traveling throughout the counof the nation's potentially greatest
try with name band leaders year, Ray Lombardi, resigned his
soccer teams. Interesting to point
out is the obvious fact that the such as Artie Shaw, Tony Pa - office. We were sorry to loose Ray.
margins of victory in each instance
tor, Jerry Wald, Charlie Bar- ,Elections for this vacancy were
were small.
held, and our new and capable
net, Glen Grey, Boyd Rayburn,
The Ricean maJe aggregation on and Tommy Dorsey. After his secretary is Armond Lussier. To
current coast to coast tour with him we express our congratulathe soccer turf held the mighty
Brown University contingent to a Artie Shaw, he and the orches- tions.
0-0 count for three ful) periods in tra wil) make recordings for the
was unaniJerry McCarthy
their contest at Aldrich field on Columbia Record Company.
mously elected to serve as our
_
October 6, only to tire in the fourth 1 _____________
bul)etin b o a r d chairman. He
and final stanza and allow the
hopes that the student body will
flashy play of the Bear :.1en to
take notice of the clever displays
--kick across 3 quick goals and come
and notices to · be posted. Our
by Peggy Reinsant
through with the ultimate winning
orientation officer is Tom McVay.
Xow that the fall season has
score of 3-0. To the many doubtful
Tom is a good worker and we are
Thomases who may read this made its debut once again, it expecting a great deal from him.
columnist's views concerning R.I suggests the commencement of Larry Wildgoose will serve as
C.E. and their spirited soccer team,
I would like, at this point, to bring vigorou outdoor activities such as Social Committee Chairman. He
to their scrutinizing attention the soccor for the women of the college. has big plans for the social life
As a result a large number of of the fraternity; ask him about
undeniably, empha!tic defeat iliat
young a few. Roger Vermeersch and
Brown University's hooters in- eager and enthusiastic
were appointed
flicted upon the soccer team from school marms donned their sport- Jerry McCarthy
by President Bob Shields to work
the immen e University of Pennsylvania just one week prior to the ing outfits and turned out in large with me on preparing a history of
winning of our closely contested groups to participate in this active the Fraternity which will be presented to the National Headquarmeeting 3-0. The men representing outdoor sport.
Every Wed·nesday and Friday ters. Al) this is in connection with
the original Rhode Island Teachprepar- afternoon during sixth and seventh our 50th anniversary.
ing School-Brown-were
ing to meet the ever strong Navy period , the college campus is
Off-the-record so to speak, we
soccer team as -this paper went to
like to make a request. We
would
dribbling
the scene of peppy co-eds
press.
several
purchased
Kadelphians
Also in the column, on the side the ball down the field in an folding chairs, painted our three
of confidence--arousing informa- attempt to reach their goals.
Greek letters on them, and then
Our new soccer manager is Inez placed the chairs in our hall-way
tion, is the trong showing the
"boys in gold and blue'· made Joost wi,th Mrs. Andrews remain- room. They are no longer there.
against the great defensive team
ing as coach and supervisor. The If anyone knows the whereabouts
from Keene Teachers' College of
are : of any of these moveable seats
participants
:\Tew Hampshire. The Keene men courageous
touch with me s~
who have been unscored upon in Louise Barry, Barbara Hughes, please get in
can be made at our
many contests of past years, and, Dorothy Kelly, Jean Levesque, that a report
next meeting.
even more notably, unscored upon Inez Joost, Carolyn Magna,tta,
The most important business of
and undefeated this season, de- Doris Pendleton, and Peggy Reinfeatecl the Rhode Island College sant, Juniors; Audry Lucy and the meeting was the discussion and
of Education squad 4-2 in a very Irma Yloon, Sophomores; and submitting of a list of candidates
spirited showing that had much Joan Laughton, Gladys Levin, to be considered as future Kadelcolor and excitment and drew a Lucille Bilodeau, Norma Simone, phians. Hazing week will begin
Pauline very soon now, so be on the lookChristiansen,
Dorothy
crowd of about 600 spectators.
Harrington, Mau re e n Lapau, out for "odd looking sights".
'l'HOUGH'I' ON U.N. WEEK Rachel Bennett, Margaret Bea-tJtie, This about does it for this issue.
Claire Lees, Ethel Halpun, Claire
Fraternally yours,
People are funny. People are the Andrews and Alma Ethier, FreshGeorge Gallipeau
salt of the earth. It's people who men.
Also in the line of activities is
make our world what it is. And
it's people who can make or break the revision of the Cheerleading
Meet the gang at
the United Nations. This is Squad which will be on hand ,to
United Nations Week, and this is cheer the boys' soccor and basketan excellent time to learn what ball teams to victory. Plans are
the UN is doing, if you don't now in process for acquiring new
know. Find out what issues are cheering out-fits as well as several
facing the U General Assembly new members for the squad. The
Know who the U. S. delegates are veterans of last year's squad are:
1Iake yourself one of the peopl Barbara Hughes, Joyce McAllister,
e Delores Baldoni, Evelyn Jones
'
who knows what is happening on
Coffee - 5 cents
_ Peggy Reinsant, Irma Moon, and
the UN front.
Carolyn Magnatta.

Femme Slants

Tom's

Shop
C:offee

~~~~~~::::::::::::::::~~

TEXTBOOKS
COLLEGE
BOUGHT AND SOLD
on All Subjects

DH"l' O~'ARIES, REFEREXCE BOOKS
nnd L.\.RGE S'fOCK 0:F CLASSICS

Where You ALWAYS
Shop with Confidence

BOOKSHOPPE
LINCOLN
90:i West.minster Street
DExter

1-0178

Open

Evenings

